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SCANGRIP SITE LIGHT 80
LED SITE LAMP 630W 

        

   

Product price:  

880,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

SCANGRIP SITE LIGHT 80 LED SITE LAMP 630W 
  

SCANGRIP SITE LIGHT 80 LED lamp for construction sites compact that offers extremely high
performance and exceptional flexibility, ideal for lighting large surfaces.

Based on the latest state-of-the-art LED technology, the SCANGRIP SITE LIGHT 80 lamp
provides up to 8  0.000 lumens  and a wide beam angle of 120 °, ensuring the highest quality
lighting on large work areas.

The SCANGRIP SITE LIGHT 80 lamp comes with dimmer function and BLUETOOTH light control
that allow you to turn the work light on and off and to adjust the light remotely via your
smartphone.
When the work light is mounted on a pole, this feature reduces energy consumption every day, as
you only use the amount of light needed to do the job.
The work light is designed with a built-in handle for easy carrying and  mounting on tripods and
masts .

With a weight of only 6.7 kg, the SCANGRIP SITE LIGHT 80 lamp is very compact and lighter
than other solutions present on the market, which makes work assembly light, more convenient
and safer.
As an accessory we offer a double bracket for positioning two SITE LIGHT 80 lamps.

The SCANGRIP SITE lamp LIGHT 80 is completely  impermeable to water and dust ere  (IP65)
and tolerates all types of climatic conditions from -25 ° to + 40 ° C.
Equipped with high quality components and active cooling, SCANGRIP SITE LIGHT 80 has a
long life span and maintains a high level of performance throughout the day.

The SCANGRIP SITE LIGHT 80 lamp is produced in Denmark and illuminates the construction
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site according to current legislation.
Standard EN12464-2.
Including DIN14640 connection adapter with bracket for mounting on tripod .

TECHNICAL SHEET SCANGRIP SITE LIGHT 80

Lamp type: LED
Number of LEDs: 864 SMD LEDs
LED performance: 189 lm / W
Power settings: 80000 lm / 60000 lm / 40000 lm / 20000 lm
Angle of the light beam: 120 °
Length and type of cable: 10 Mt. - 3x1 mm2 H07RN-F
Absorption: 630 W
Min / max operating temperatures: -25 ° to + 40 ° C
Protection class: IP65
Shock protection: IK08
Length: 415 mm
Width: 241 mm
Height: 160 mm
Weight: 6.7 Kg

Explore our entire range of LAMPS AND LIGHTGLOBE 

The images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revision by the
manufacturer

  

Product features:  

Protection degree: IP65
Adjustment positions: 4
Number of LEDs per module: 864
Power of electricity supply (W): 630
Type of lamps: MULTILED
Lamps: 1 x 630 W
Total lumens (Lm): 80000
Length (mm): 415
Width (mm): 241
Height (mm): 160
Weight (Kg): 6.7
Video: bcvHagUPZhE
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